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From Tuesday noon to Thursday noon (January 3-5, 2012), the Translation Evaluation Committee 

hosted A Symposium on Bible Translating on the campus of Wisconsin Lutheran Seminary, Mequon, 

WI. 

 

Twenty four pastors (2 from each district) joined the Translation Evaluation Committee, several 

Northwestern Publishing House editors, a few professors, and other selected district and synod 

officials for this symposium.  The sessions were led by Prof. Ken Cherney of Wisconsin Lutheran 

Seminary.  Pres. Paul Wendland served as our facilitator, and he also gave Prof. Cherney a 

“breather” as necessary. 

 

The majority of the attendees were housed in the Seminary dormitory.  Check-in was Tuesday, 

January 3
rd

, before noon.  At noon we dined together in the cafeteria.  At 1 PM, we began our 

Symposium work in the multi-purpose room.   

 

Since much of our work was to be done in small groups, we were all assigned to groups by the 

Translation Evaluation Committee.  During plenary sessions, these groups sat at assigned tables in 

the multi-purpose room.  During small group sessions, some of these groups migrated to other 

meeting rooms nearby. 

 

Please Note.  Along with this overview report, you will find the two outlines which were provided 

to all those who attended the symposium.  They are named “Symposium Part 1—Handout,” and 

“Symposium part 2—Handout.”   Please refer to those outlines for the schedule of the symposium 

and the key issues studied in this symposium.   

 

What follow will be summaries of those sessions. 

 

Day 1:  Tuesday, January 3: 
 

Session 1:  “Our Concerns” 

 

After introductions and our opening devotions, we began with “our concerns” about modern 

translation philosophy and the NIV 2011 in particular.  3 x 5 cards were distributed.  On one side we 

were instructed to write, “One thing I hope the organizers of this event realize is. . . .”    On the 

reverse side of the card we were instructed to write:  “One thing we really need to talk about before 

we’re finished is. . .”  After we had a few minutes to complete those sentences, we were to discuss 

our thoughts with a partner at our table.  This, in turn, led to a larger group discussion.   

 

After a brief discussion, the cards were collected.  The goal of this exercise was to glean key points 

from these comment cards and make sure these points were discussed during the Symposium.  On 

Thursday, at the conclusion of our symposium, Pres. Cherney made use of these comment cards in 

the last segment of our Symposium:  “The Way Forward.”  
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Session 2:  “A good translation for whom?   A good translation for what?” 

 

In the second segment of our afternoon session, we broke into small groups to discuss the topic, “A 

Good translation for whom?  A good translation for what?“  In order to guide our discussions, the  

TEC had us react to excerpts from translation theorists, August Pieper, and the Translation 

Evaluation Committee “Supplemental Report.”   (See “Symposium Part 1—Handout,” pgs 4-6) 

 

After discussion in our small groups, we returned to the multi-purpose room for a large-group 

discussion on the assigned questions.  Discussion was spirited.   

 

“A good translation for whom?”  (Who is our target reader?) 

 

This is a key issue when deciding on a Bible translation and the language register of that translation. 

 

Comments like these were made.  

  

• “Our main Bible should be targeted toward the Church and its active membership.”    

• “We need a Bible that speaks to 21
st
 century Americans.”   

• “We must recognize that many of our members have a long history with and familiarity with 

English Bibles.”  

• “Our translation must also speak to the unchurched.”   

• “There needs to be a balance in the translation, remembering both the churched and the 

unchurched.”   

• “It’s a book.  Obviously our target audience is literate.” 

 

“A good translation for what?”  (What is our target context?  i.e.  How will this translation be 

used?) 

 

This discussion revolved around one issue, in particular.   Is it true that most of our WELS members 

will only hear the translation (any translation) in worship?    

 

Comments like these were made. 

 

• “Are people going to be engaged orally (primarily) or orally and visually?”   

• “The Bible needs to be suitable for private study.”   

• “How helpful or harmful can footnotes be?”   

• “The Bible it not used in a vacuum.  There is still a critical role for a teaching ministry.” 

 

The following summary statement seemed to gain a broad consensus. “We want a translation that 

takes a balanced approach.  It will target a broad audience.  It will not be insulting to the Church or 

ignorant about or unconcerned with the unchurched.”     
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Session 3:  “Exegesis” 

 

The Symposium Handout—Part 1 shows you the texts which were assigned for small-group 

exegesis.  Later in the Symposium, the attendees asked Prof. Cherney what prompted the choice of 

these selected texts.  His response?  These texts were not among those that are deemed controversial 

because of Messianic prophecy issues, gender accuracy concerns, or textual-critical concerns.   

 

Rather, these texts were more “neutral” in those respects.  However, they provided exegetical and 

translational challenges. 

 

Exegesis was to be done using whatever grammars and dictionaries the attendees usually used.  To 

that end, attendees were urged to bring materials along with them.  Because of travel constrictions, 

some preferred to use Bible software.  Also the seminary library provided basic linguistic resources 

for all of us to use.   

 

We were carefully instructed not to consult any “prepared translations” for our exegesis.  What’s 

more, we were not to write out a translation for this exercise. 

 

Our small-group exegesis was guided by a different set of parameters than our usual week-to-week 

exegesis of sermon texts or Bible class texts.  The goal of this exercise was for the attendees to 

grapple with the exegetical issues faced by a translator.  To that end, the “A,” “B,” “C,” rating 

system on page 7 (Symposium Handout—Part 1) was to serve as our guide.   

 

Exegetical Analysis Example:  In the Greek of Hebrews 1:1, there are a number of “plosive ps.”   

There are so many it seems significant.  Was it a memory aide for those who originally heard this 

verse in the Greek?  Are these “plosive ps” worthy to note when grappling with the original 

language?  Yes.  It is something that must be brought out in a translation?  That might be nice (as a 

memory aide), but these “plosive ps” would probably be ranked a “C” by an exegete working with 

an eye toward a translation. 

 

Session 4:  “Translation” 

 

After supper, as the last assignment of the day, symposium attendees broke into small groups for the 

work of translation.  The same texts used for exegesis were used for this small-group exercise.  

However, assignments were changed so that each group was now working with a new text.   

 

Our small groups could use the same resources as before.  No prepared translations were to be 

consulted.   

 

The goal of this exercise was to impress us all with the significant challenges involved in translating. 

 

Our finished translations were emailed to Prof. Cherney.  Those translations were then included in 

the translation analysis that took place on Day 2. 

 

Our day ended with fellowship time in the Seminary Commons.  
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Day 2: Wednesday, January 4 
 

After breakfast at 7 in the Seminary Cafeteria, our sessions resumed at 8 AM in the multi-purpose 

room.  Our morning was spent in Translation Comparison. 

 

Session 5a:  Translation Comparison 

 

Once again our small groups were given an assignment.  This time we were to evaluate 10 different 

translations of the same verse our small group had studied exegetically.  Those translations were 

AAT, ESV, God’s Word, HCSB, NASB, NIV2011, NET, NKJV, NLT, and the “homemade” 

translation made by one of our small groups.  These translations were not identified.  (So essentially 

this was a blind taste test.) 

 

It’s important to note the criteria that were to be used in evaluating these translations and ranking 

them.   

 

• Language register 

• Language difficulty 

• Suitability for oral reading 

• Continuity/discontinuity with other English Bibles 

• Other criteria   

 

In this small group analysis, comments and questions like these could be heard.   

 

“How do we handle the Greek genitive?”   

“This translation is very readable, and understandable, but more interpretive.” 

“This is one long sentence!  That’s good Greek and German, but it’s not good English.  This 

negatively affects readability.” 

“The Greek nouns in this verse have been changed to verbs in the English translation.” 

“This translation is a bit harder to read, as a whole, but it is appreciated for its precision.” 

“The language register of this translation is somewhat simpler than the original.  It is a bit choppy.  

It breaks up the section into more sentences.”   

“This translation isn’t as readable.  There are lots of prepositional phrases in a row.” 

 “’In many times and in various ways:’  the words “many” and “various” reflect our English taste 

for variety.  The Greek words aren’t necessarily that different, but instead purposefully the same.”   

“’Long ago:’  a number of translations use this same phrase.  Is this wise, or does it make the Bible 

sound like a fairy tale (Star Wars)?”   

 

After analyzing each translation, each member of the small group ranked the translations from “1” 

(best) to “10” (worst).  Then those results were averaged, and the small group’s translation ranking 

was determined.   
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Session 5b:  Translation Comparison, continued: 

 

After a break, we reconvened as a large group in the multi-purpose room.  Each small group was to 

report on their translation analysis.  Summaries of small-group discussions were shared, including 

comments on the various translations. 

 

Each group also ranked the translations from “1” (best) to “10” (worst).  These rankings were noted 

on the white board.  When the small groups were finished, our ratings were tallied and an overall 

ranking was calculated.  At this point, the 10 translations were also identified. 

 

The top three in our rankings were as follows:   

 

1) NIV 2011 

2) ESV 

3) Home-made  

 

Session 6: “Gender Issues in current translations” 

 

After lunch in the cafeteria, we resumed our work.  Our first task was to evaluate two statements on 

gender issues.  (See Symposium Hand-out, part 2, pages 12-13)  This reaction was done in small 

groups. 

 

Comments like these could be heard in the small-group discussions. 

 

• “Both statements seem to say too much.”  (This refers to the two statements in the 

Symposium Hand-out part 2, pages 12-13) 

• “A concern with gender accurate language is this.  We (21
st
 century translators) are saying, 

‘This is how the 1
st
 century person would have heard it.” 

• “Adelphoi can certainly be inclusive.” 

• “There are some places in the NIV 2011 where the gender accurate translation is 

indefensible, others suspect, and others appropriate.” 

• “The plural usage does help avoid the use of the generic masculine.” 

• “There is the potential for the use of the NIV 2011 to be polarizing.” 

 

After lively, frank, yet brotherly small-group discussions on this topic, we continued our discussion 

as a large group in the multi-purpose room.  This was a very spirited discussion.  Much of this 

discussion mirrored what took place in our small groups.   

 

Comments like these could be heard in the large-group discussion. 

 

• “How does the use of gender-neutral language impact Scripture’s androcentricity?” 

• “When is inclusive language appropriate?  When not?” 

• “Shouldn’t our translations prioritize transparency to the source language and the source 

culture?”   
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• “’Adelphoi:’ ‘you are all sons of God:’  this carries a beautiful promise for the women.  You 

get what culture doesn’t give you.  You get equal status.” 

• “But what about the Greek word, ‘teknon?’  ‘A child’ still gets an inheritance.” 

• “Perhaps the usage of ‘sons’ is to connect the believer to Jesus the Son of God.  When you 

are baptized you put on Jesus, the Son of God.  The Son is your identity.  So preserving the 

original masculine seems preferable, because we are talking about that connection to the Son 

of God.”   

• “If people are afraid of the NIV 2011, then perhaps we shouldn’t go there.”  

• “There are not always direct parallels from the Hebrew to the English.  “Father and 

brother” for example is not directly that in Hebrew.  Hebrew has no word for “relative,’ or 

no word for ‘parent.”   

• “How does a gender neutral translation affect the teaching of the church when it comes to 

male/female roles?” 

• “What about the use of gender neutral translations in prescriptive verses?  What about its 

use in descriptive verses?” 

• “The reaction to the NIV 2011 is visceral.” 

 

In light of the above discussion, John Braun spoke on behalf of NPH.  NPH is concerned about 

losing subscriptions to Meditations and Sunday School material, if the NIV 2011 is used without 

achieving a consensus for this translation in the WELS.  This could cause NPH to close.   

 

Session 7: “Messianic Prophecy in current translations.” 

 

After a lengthy discussion on gender accurate issues, we transitioned over to a study of Messianic 

Prophecy in the NIV 2011.  Our study began with an analysis of the two quotations found on pages 

14-15 of the “Symposium Part 2- Hand-out.”  You will notice that Psalm 8 and Hebrews 2 were the 

focus of our discussion. 

 

Once again, there was spirited discussion, as we began in our small groups, and then returned for a 

large-group discussion on this topic.   

 

Comments like these could be heard in these discussions. 

 

• “It’s important to understand that the NIV 2011’s translation of Messianic Prophecy (at 

least in the Psalms) is guided by one of their principles of translation.  ‘The Old Testament 

will be translated in “isolation” from the New Testament.’   In other words, an Old 

Testament translation will not be affected by a clear reference in the New Testament.” 

• “Functional equivalence means that Psalm 8 has to be read in the flow of the Psalms and the 

Old Testament.  The New Testament and Hebrews 2 are strictly secondary.” 

• “Does this gender neutral translation obscure the Messianic thrust?” 

• “Does the use of a footnote help a bad translation?  Or make it worse?” 

• “Is Psalm 8 a direct or a typical prophecy?   Are we agreed on this in the WELS?” 

• “How does this affect the Christocentricity of Scripture?” 

• “Is this a ‘don’t like’ or a deal breaker?” 
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• “How does the New Testament identify direct prophecy?’ 

• “Is this translation (of Psalm 8) indicative of a pattern in the NIV 2011?” 

 

Pres. Wendland stated that the TEC felt the greatest weakness of the NIV 2011 was in the area of 

Messianic prophecy.  And this particular example (Psalm 8) was one such weakness. 

 

Frankly, there was so much discussion on this topic that we didn’t finish.  We had to move on to 

“Additional Passages.” 

 

Session 8: “Additional Passages” 
 

Prior to this symposium, each attendee was asked to submit specific Bible verses for further study.  

These were verses, as translated by the NIV 2011, which may raise questions or concerns.  The 

verses chosen for additional study at this symposium were Isaiah 7:14, Psalm 16:10, Mark 8:34-

38, Mark 16:9-20, Acts 1:15-16, 1 Timothy 2:11-12, and others as time permitted. 

 

We had a little time to begin discussion of these additional passages in our small group studies, but 

not enough time to consider all of them.  For the most part, the discussion of these “additional 

passages” took place on Thursday morning.  For the sake of continuity in this report, the reporting of 

those discussions will be grouped together under the “Day 3” report. 

 

Our day ended with fellowship time in the Seminary Commons.  

 

Day 3:  Thursday, January 5 
 

Session 8: “Additional Passages, continued” 

 

After breakfast in the cafeteria, our Thursday sessions began at 8 AM.  We resumed our discussion 

of the additional passages in the NIV 2011 that may cause us concern. 

 

Isaiah 7:14  NIV 2011 
14

 Therefore the Lord himself will give you
[a]

 a sign: The virgin
[b]

 will 

conceive and give birth to a son, and
[c]

 will call him Immanuel.
[d]

  

Footnotes: 

1) Isaiah 7:14 The Hebrew is plural. 

2) Isaiah 7:14 Or young woman 

3) Isaiah 7:14 Masoretic Text; Dead Sea Scrolls son, and he or son, and they 

4) Isaiah 7:14 Immanuel means God with us. 

The NIV 2011 adds “young woman” as a possible translation for the Hebrew word, “Almah.”  The 

translation “virgin” is still in the main text of the NIV 2011.  It is interesting to note that the NASB 

also offers a footnote for the Hebrew word, “Almah.”  That footnote is “maiden.” 
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There was much discussion of this footnote.  Comments like these were heard. 

• “This does reflect the translation philosophy of the NIV.  (Old Testament translated in 

isolation of the New Testament.)” 

• “Just because a translation is possible, doesn’t make it wise or beneficial.” 

• “How does the Hebrew word, “Hineh,” “behold,” fit with the translation of “young 

woman?”  What is so unusual about a young woman conceiving and bearing a 

child?” 

• Where in Scripture is almah used for a “young woman?”  Is there any instance where 

it is conclusively used of a non-virgin? 

• “There is some history to the translation of this verse.  We need to remember the RSV 

and its treatment of Isaiah 7:14.  That was a deal-breaker for many.” 

• ESV, the revision of the RSV, has dropped the “young woman” in favor of “virgin.” 

 

 

Psalm 16:10  NIV 2011 “Because you will not abandon me to the realm of the dead,  

   nor will you let your faithful
 
one see decay.”  

 

The NIV 2011 translates “faithful one.”  The NIV 84 had “Holy One.”   

 

Comments about this verse included the following. 

 

• “Is this an improvement?  What prompted the change?” 

• “This is another example of the NIV’s translation philosophy.  The Old Testament is 

translated in isolation from the New Testament.” 

• “This verse is cited in the New Testament in Acts 2:27 and Acts 13:35.  It is 

interesting to note that the NIV retains “holy one” in both of the Acts references.  

However, neither is capitalized.”  

• “’Realm of the dead:’  Is that clear?  Or is this the land of the zombies?’ 

• “Is sheol any clearer?” 

• “The NIV seems to keep direct prophecy to the later, post-exilic books. Micah is an 

exception to this.” 

 

Mark 8:34-38  NIV 2011   
34

 Then he called the crowd to him along with his disciples and said: 

“Whoever wants to be my disciple must deny themselves and take up their cross and 

follow me. 
35

 For whoever wants to save their life
[a]

 will lose it, but whoever loses 

their life for me and for the gospel will save it. 
36

 What good is it for someone to gain 

the whole world, yet forfeit their soul? 
37

 Or what can anyone give in exchange for 

their soul? 
38

 If anyone is ashamed of me and my words in this adulterous and sinful 

generation, the Son of Man will be ashamed of them when he comes in his Father’s 

glory with the holy angels.” 
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The question here is relative to gender neutral language: in particular, the use of the third person 

plural to avoid the use of generic masculine singular pronouns.  Our earlier discussion on gender 

neutral language was lively.  This discussion mirrored that.   

 

The gist of our discussion followed these lines. 

 

The switch from singular to plural seems clunky to some.   

“Does the switch to the plural soften the personal nature of Christ’s call?  A call directed to each 

individual?” 

“The CBT is merely following the usage of modern English.  They sought to remove subjectivity 

from their translation by making use of the Collins Bank of English (database of modern English 

usage).” 

 

Mark 16:9-20   NIV 2011 [The earliest manuscripts and some other ancient witnesses do not have 

verses 9–20.]  

   
9
 When Jesus rose early on the first day of the week, he appeared first to Mary Magdalene, out of 

whom he had driven seven demons. 
10

 She went and told those who had been with him and who were 

mourning and weeping. 
11

 When they heard that Jesus was alive and that she had seen him, they did 

not believe it.  

   
12

 Afterward Jesus appeared in a different form to two of them while they were walking in the 

country. 
13

 These returned and reported it to the rest; but they did not believe them either.  

   
14

 Later Jesus appeared to the Eleven as they were eating; he rebuked them for their lack of faith 

and their stubborn refusal to believe those who had seen him after he had risen.  

   
15

 He said to them, “Go into all the world and preach the gospel to all creation. 
16

 Whoever 

believes and is baptized will be saved, but whoever does not believe will be condemned. 
17

 And these 

signs will accompany those who believe: In my name they will drive out demons; they will speak in 

new tongues; 
18

 they will pick up snakes with their hands; and when they drink deadly poison, it will 

not hurt them at all; they will place their hands on sick people, and they will get well.”  

   
19

 After the Lord Jesus had spoken to them, he was taken up into heaven and he sat at the right 

hand of God. 
20

 Then the disciples went out and preached everywhere, and the Lord worked with 

them and confirmed his word by the signs that accompanied it.  

This text was chosen because of the NIV 2011’s handling of the “long ending” of Mark’s Gospel.  

This text led to a very lively discussion.  This text gave us an opportunity to focus on matters of New 

Testament textual criticism.  The key points for consideration are the external evidence in favor of, 

or against, the long ending of Mark.  Also internal evidence (vocabulary and grammatical style) 

needs to be considered. 

 

Many modern scholars say the following.  Mark 16:9-20 is not part of the original text.  It is a much 

later addition.  Hence many modern commentaries no longer even include these verses. 
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Two texts, in particular, have influenced modern scholarly thought about these verses.  Codex 

Sinaiticus and Codex Vaticanus.  Neither of those early manuscripts contain the “long ending” of 

Mark.  Also certain ancient Latin texts do not have the longer ending.   

Acts 1:15-16 In those days Peter stood up among the believers (a group numbering about a hundred 

and twenty) 
16

 and said, “Brothers and sisters,
[a]

 the Scripture had to be fulfilled in which the Holy 

Spirit spoke long ago through David concerning Judas, who served as guide for those who arrested 

Jesus.  

Footnotes: 
a. Acts 1:16 The Greek word for brothers and sisters (adelphoi) refers here to believers, both men and women, as 

part of God’s family; also in 6:3; 11:29; 12:17; 16:40; 18:18, 27; 21:7, 17; 28:14, 15. 

 

This verse was chosen because of gender neutral language and the concerns here raised.  The NIV 

2011 footnote, in this case, compounds the problem. 

 

Where the NIV translates, “Brothers and sisters,” the Greek has “a;ndrej avdelfoi,..”  The inclusion of 

“a;ndrej” plus the following context make this particular gender-accurate translation incorrect.    

 

There was little further discussion on this particular text. 

 

1 Timothy 2:11-12  NIV 2011 
11

 A woman
[a]

 should learn in quietness and full submission. 
12

 I do 

not permit a woman to teach or to assume authority over a man;
[b]

 she must be quiet.  

Footnotes: 
a. 1 Timothy 2:11 Or wife; also in verse 12 

b. 1 Timothy 2:12 Or over her husband 

 

This verse was also chosen because of gender accurate concerns in the translation.  The NIV 2011 

has changed “have authority” (NIV 84) to “assume authority.”  The NIV 2011 also has two 

footnotes that could somewhat limit the application of this verse. 

 

The crux of our discussion revolved around those two key issues.  In particular, how will some hear 

the word “assume?”  Could a woman be in a position of authority, as long as she was properly called 

to that position?  In that case, she had “assumed” nothing.  In our current culture, will that be how 

some will understand this translation? 

 

Does this translation make it harder for us to teach the roles of men and women? 

 

It’s interesting to note that the KJV translation of this verse had “usurp authority.”   
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Linguistically, the NIV 2011 footnotes seem questionable at best.   

 

 

Session 9:  The Way Forward (closing exercise) 

 

In our large group, we returned to the original 3 X 5 cards we had submitted at the beginning of the 

symposium.  Because of time constraints, we weren’t able to work through those cards completely. 

 

Because of time constraints, we also weren’t able to map out a clear path forward.  What follows are 

simply some of the observations made from this last discussion. 

 

It is important for all of us to study this translation issue through carefully in the months 

ahead.  Remember that our 2012 District Conventions are to be making a decision on this.  To that 

end, Pres. Joel Petermann has prepared a 4-part Bible study on Bible translation.  It is available on 

WELS connect and also on the WELS TEC Bible study resource page.  If you want a format other 

than PDF, contact Pastor Petermann directly.   

 

General Observations 

 

“How divergent is our thinking on translation issues?” 

“We need to agree on a WELS approach to Bible translating.” 

“What is the crucial evaluation point for a translation?  Exegetical accuracy?  Doctrinal accuracy?  

Communication?” 

The importance of sound doctrine in a Bible translation 

 

Specific Issues to NIV 2011 

 

This update of the NIV is far more than a simple, maintenance update.   

The TNIV is the “base text” for the NIV2011.  The CBT thoroughly reviewed all the gender 

decisions of the TNIV and reversed 1100 of those decisions.   

Concerns about NIV 2011 flow from a proper concern for the Word and from the NIV’s agenda 

rather than over individual translation choices or philosophy.   

 

We could have spent much more time on our review of the 3 X 5 cards, but we simply had to stop.  

We jumped ahead to the next point. 

 

WSWD?  What should WELS do? 

 

Do our own translation.   

 

--some: Time has come.   

--Others:  Far too difficult and costly. 
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Please Note; Our Faculty is generally opposed to a new translation.  One likened such a project to a 

mountain, a big mountain.  Such projects are usually a cross-denominational project, or they are 

doomed to be too limited.  There is also a concern about the time constraints on the faculty.   

 

 

 

Another Professor spoke against doing our own translation, questioning whether we have the 

specialists to work on Hebrew Books.  The question was raised whether many of our pastors have 

done much translation work in the Hebrew, since graduation. 

 

Another participant spoke for another approach to our own translation.  This is an approach that 

makes broad use of all the resources available to us via the Internet, Logos, Bible software, etc.  This 

is an approach where current translations are used, evaluated, and “refinements” are made. 

 

Prof. Cherney reminded us that our thoughts on this matter should be forwarded to the Translation 

Feasibility Committee.   

 

Moving forward:   
 

Are there advantages to using more than one translation?  That depends.  It may be advantageous for 

members to have more than one translation in a Bible Class, or more than one translation which is 

used for personal study and meditation.  However, most participants felt it would be best for NPH to 

use one translation consistently.  There are also advantages to having one translation used for 

catechesis in our synod. 

 

Not surprisingly, our Multilanguage committee suggests that we should embrace variety. 

 

The question was raised, “What if consensus over NIV 2011 proves impossible?” 

 

John Braun was asked about fair use law.  “If we delayed our discussion till 2013, how would this 

impact NPH?”  We ran out of time.  Pastor Braun didn’t get a chance to answer the questions. 

 

This much can be said.  In our discussion and study, we did somewhat limit ourselves to three 

current translations:  NIV 2011, ESV, HCSB. 

 

As we summarized our work, this point was made once more.   

 

We need to carefully inform our conferences, districts, etc. on this matter of translation.  There 

is lots of information available on the TEC website! 

 

Prof Cherney closed with prayer. 

 

Noon lunch was served in the Seminary Cafeteria 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Rev. Glenn Schwanke, Northern Wisconsin District 
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An Addendum:     (January 30th, 2012)   

 

The preceding Translation Evaluation Symposium Report was shared with the Northwoods 

Conference, January 17-18, Christ Ev. Lutheran Church, Menominee, MI. 

 

Since this report was issued, another brief summary of the TEC Symposium was issued.  That report 

stated,  

 

                   PD.02  Translation issues, including discussion of possible ballot format (for benefit of the 

Presidium); possible new translation; reaction to ELS Doctrine Committee resolution 

(Doctrine:  D.1) 

District President Petermann gave a report on the recent symposium held at the seminary on 

translations.  After the participants did their own exegesis of various passages, they were asked to 

rate translations of the passages that they had worked on, not being told what translation they came 

from.  The participants voted the NIV 2011, by a wide margin, over the HCSB, the ESV, and the 

participants’ own translations (in that order)  as the preferred translation.    The TEC has come to the 

conclusion that more time is needed to make a decision and would prefer not to have a vote taken at 

the district conventions.  There was considerable discussion on whether or not it is wise to proceed 

with the resolution of the convention to take a vote at the 2012 district conventions.   

 

 

This one-paragraph report of the Symposium is so brief, that it can be misinterpreted.  After I 

learned of this COP summary, I emailed my symposium report (pages 1-12 of this document) to 

Pres. Engelbrecht, along with the following email message. 

 

“Dear Brother, 

  

At our recent Northwoods Conference, I gave the attached report on the Translation Symposium 

in Mequon.  (Translation Symposium Summary 1-12)  I also included the outlines which we 

participants received at the Symposium. (Symposium Part 1 and Symposium Part 2)  Plus, 

I shared the "Questions to Ask in Matters of Translation," for continued study on this matter. 

  

When Joel and I were chosen to represent our district at this Symposium, neither of us were sure 

of our responsibilities.  Were we to provide a report to our conferences?  To our district?  It 

seems only natural to do so.  Hence I will share my report with you.  Perhaps you will see fit 

to share it with our district?     

  

Even as I do so, I'd like to comment on something in your COP report.  It's under the Wednesday 

outline, the paragraph on the Symposium: 

  

"District President Petermann gave a report on the recent symposium held at the seminary on 

translations.  After the participants did their own exegesis of various passages, they were asked 

to rate translations of the passages that they had worked on, not being told what translation they 

came from.  The participants voted the NIV 2011, by a wide margin, over the HCSB, the ESV, 

and the participants’ own translations (in that order)  as the preferred translation." 
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Because of that statement, a few brothers have already asked me, "So the Symposium 

participants recommend the NIV 2011?"   The short answer to that is "No."   The ranking cited 

by Pres. Petermann took place on Wednesday morning, after we have done exegesis and 

translation on 6 texts selected for us.   

  

Those 6 texts were Judges 17:1-6.  John 8:31-38.  Hebrews 1:1-4.  Psalm 118:1-7.  2 Corinthians 

5:11-15.  Revelation 19:6-10.  Prof. Cherney was asked what prompted the selection of those 

texts.  As my report indicates, his answer went like this.  These texts were not among those that 

are deemed controversial because of Messianic prophecy issues, gender accuracy concerns, or 

textual-critical concerns.  Rather, these texts were relatively “neutral” in those respects.  

However, they provided exegetical and translational challenges. 

  

That really is a very important point to note.  Had the chosen texts included verses where there 

are gender-accurate concerns, Messianic prophecy concerns, or textual criticism concerns, the 

ranking may well have been dramatically different.   

  

With our assignment in hand, our small groups first did an exegesis on a section.  Then we 

translated a different section. 

  

On Wednesday, we again used small groups to rate (rank) those translations.  Again, I believe it 

is critical to note the criteria by which we were to evaluate these translations. 

  

• Language register  

• Language difficulty  

• Suitability for oral reading  

• Continuity/discontinuity with other English Bibles  

• Other criteria   

 

One might wonder where "faithfulness to the original Greek and Hebrew" fit with these criteria?  

I believe it would need to be included under "other."  So this particular exercise had us prioritize 

the fluency of the translation over other concerns. 

  

I think these two qualifiers need to be added as "context" to the summary offered by Pres. 

Petermann.   

  

I also feel that way in light of the final day of the Symposium.  In our closing section, "The Way 

Forward," Pres. Wendland asked for a straw poll on translations.  He thought this might help the 

TEC moving forward.  He suggested a straw poll with wording like this:  "I would feel 

comfortable recommending."  After discussion the proposed wording was changed to "I could 

live with."  After further discussion, the whole idea of a straw poll was dropped.  We weren't 

ready to make any such recommendations. 

  

I share these observations only because the brief paragraph in the COP report might cause a 

modicum of confusion.  
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I hope my reports (attached), along with the outlines of Prof. Cherney (attached) can help give 

our district the "color and texture" of the Symposium itself.   

  

In Christ,  

  

Rev. Glenn L. Schwanke 

 

Final note: 

 

As of January 30th, Pres. Engelbrecht has emailed my Symposium Report (one document entitled 

“Translation Symposium Summary 1-12”) to the Northern Wisconsin District.  His email message 

was as follows. 

_________________ 

“Brothers, 

  
At least three conferences received a report on the Translation Symposium that was held in Mequon 
earlier this month.  Glenn Schwanke reported for the Northwoods Conference and Joel Heckendorf 
reported for the combined FRV/Manitowoc Conference.  A brief summary of what President Wendland 
reported to the COP was contained in the report I sent to everyone after our January COP meeting.  
Some concern has been expressed that the brief summary I gave of Pres. Wendland's report to us gave 
the impression that the participants at the Symposium fully endorsed the NIV 2012 as the translation we 
should go with.   That is definitely not the case and "the jury is still out" on this issue.  I would invite you to 
read through the thorough summary of the Symposium that Glenn Schwanke compiled to get a better 
idea of what the Symposium was all about and what conclusions, if any, were drawn.  There is still a lot of 
study that needs to be done before it comes to a vote at the district conventions.  I would encourage you 
to go to the TEC web site, download and read as much of the material that is provided in the coming 
weeks and months to better prepare yourself for the discussion at the district convention this summer. 
  
DOUG 

 
 

I’m glad Pres. Engelbrecht has seen fit to share my report, and in this way give background and context to the 

brief, one-paragraph COP Symposium report.   

 

In Christ, 

 

Pastor Glenn Schwanke 

Peace Ev. Lutheran Church 

MTU Lutheran Collegian Campus Ministry 

Houghton, MI 

 

Email:  pastor@peacehoughton.org 

Phone:  906-487-5484, 906-482-1602 

www.peacehoughton.org 
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Addendum 2:  (February 6, 2012) 

 

Those reading this report will see that I refrained, for the most part, in attributing the quotations cited 

in the report.  I did this so that I would not put anyone in an awkward position.   

 

I did, however, make several attributions.  One was a synthesis of remarks made by Pastor John 

Braun, editor at NPH.  You will find the synthesis on page 6, at the end of the section “Session 6: 

“Gender Issues in current translations” 

 

The synthesis was as follows: 

 

“John Braun spoke on behalf of NPH.  NPH is concerned about losing subscriptions to Meditations 

and Sunday School material, if the NIV 2011 is used.  This could cause NPH to close” 

 

Pastor Braun, editor at Northwestern Publishing House, contacted me with concerns about that 

synthesis.   After conferring, we are agreed that a slight rewording of the original would be 

preferable. In particular, please note the addition of the word “consensus.” 

 

The synthesis now reads as follows. 

 

“In light of the above discussion, John Braun spoke on behalf of NPH.  NPH is concerned about 

losing subscriptions to Meditations and Sunday School material, if the NIV 2011 is used without 

achieving a consensus for this translation in the WELS.  This could cause NPH to close.”   

 

 

 

This translation issue is a delicate one.  Sensitivity and care needs to be exercised by all in this 

matter.  For that reason, I include this requested clarification from Pastor Braun. 

 

In Christ, 

 

Pastor Glenn Schwanke 

 

 

 

 


